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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

'lfue qualifications of" a. successful. teacher may be

classif"ied under three headings; namely, knowledges, tech

ni~ues, and personality. Among the teacher's professional

knowledges, besides a knowledge of the subject-matter, the

teacher should have a knowledge of mental hygiene, as this

information gives a basis for interpret~and infl.uen~ing

children's behavior.

I. THE PROBLEM.

Statement of the problem.. It was the purpose of this

study (1) to measure the knowledge of mental hygiene of

st.udents in Indiana State Teachers College; (2) to measure:

the knowledge of ment~ hygiene .of experienced teachers;

(3) to compare the knowledge of the students and of the

teachers; and (4) to meas~e the knowledge of the students

and of the teachers as a whole.

Scope and limitation of the study. The principles of
.

mental hygiene that were select.ed as the basis for the stUdy

do not cover the entire field of mental. hygiene. Except for

the measure of the knowledge of a few general. principles of

mental hygiene, the study was limited to a measure of the

knowledge of mental hygiene as it app:r.i.,~,s, ~o,'the teacher, to
~ ~ ~ ) ,

), , '
, ) ,., '

. '"
, 'J " ,

, , ,.)' 1
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'the teaching a.et.i t.o classroom diecipline, t.o other rela.tions

that. a teacher might have with pupils, and toscho01 admin

istration. The study was not an attempt to make a personality

rating of the individuals who marked the test. Furthermore,

there was no ~tt.empt to determine whether the teachers who

marked the t.est applied, any of the principles of mental.

hygiene.

IinEortance .2£,' y!! study. Al.though a know1edge of

mental hygiene has been considered an essential for teachers,

it. has been large~y a matter of opinion as to how much knowl

edge teachers have in this field. An attempt was made in this

study to find out how much students in Indiana State Teachers

College and teachers with e~erience know about mental hygiene

so that rec,ommendations for teacher training can be more

scientifical~y made.

li. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED

Mental. hygiene.. Dr. Adolph Meyer suggested that the

'term -mentalhygiene P be used to designate' the movement that
1, 2.

was formalI.y launched in 1908. by C.lifford W. Beers. Deutsch,

however, also stated that:

••• 'rhe term was by no means new, having been used
in Ameriea as early as 184], and in Germany a few years
earlier. SUbsequently, during the nineteenth century,

-1
R.I.bert Deutsch ~ Mentall;.y ill: in America (Garden

City,_ NeWYorhDoubleAq , Doran and Company, ~937), p. 309.
2: _ .'

Loc.. eit.--
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'it. was empiQy-ed in a sense c;Lose~y approximating its
present meaning, embracing the princip~es of the cure
and prevention of mental disorder and the preservation
of mentu heuth. • • •

Mentu HeaJ.th. The following definition o£ this term

was used in a recent study:

Mental. heuth in its broadest sense has come to mean
the measure of a person l s ability to adjust to life as
he has to face it and to do so with a reasonab~e amo~t.
of satisfaction, success, efficiency, and happiness.

III. REVIEW OF RELATED INVESTIGATIONS

Burnham. In 1.921 Burnham4 report.ed the findings of a

survey of the teaching of mental hygiene in the normal. and

'training schoo~ in the United States. Of the ~7, schools

that answered his questionnaire, 78.09 per cent reported that

no reguJ.ar course in mental hygiene. was offered. Howev.er,

;8.86 per cent of the s.choo~ reported that a certain amount

of instruction in mental. hygiene was given in connectj.,on with

the work in. other subjects.

Benson~ A3..teneder. From data received in response

to questionnaires sent out in ~930 to 29, teacher training

institutions in the Unit.ed States, Benson and Alteneder'

3 c. V:-. Hobson, "Row Much Do T'eachers Know About .
Mental. Hygiene"ln MentaJ.Hygiene, a:233 , Apri~, 1937.

4- WI.ll~~ H. BUrnham, itA- Survey of the Teaching of
M;entaI. Hygiene in the Normal. Schools, W Menta~ Hygiene,
5':2()-2~" January, 19a.

5' Char~es E. Benson and Louise E:' A.l.t.eneder, "Menta1
~ene1n Teacher-Training Institutions in the United States:
Ii. Survey,":a.rental. Hzgiene, 1;::227-228, April, ~93~.
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:found t.hat 2~.7-per cent of the 239 institutions that an

swered had regular courses in mental. hygiene•. Thirty of the

5'2 regular courses were entirely elective. SOme phase of

mental. hygiene was present.ed in connection. with other courses

in. 80.7 per cent ot the institutions that sent dat~

Williams. Louttit6 stated that Dr. C. L. Williams. in

193; sent questionnaires to fifteen teacher training institu

tions in Indiana and found that on~y two of the thirt.een

schools that answered required any work. in mental hygiene.

Hobson. Hobson7 reported a study in which an attempt.

was made to discover how ~ll teachers know the most import

ant princip~es .of mental hygiene as it applies to childhood.

!'o secure the data., a three-response m.u~tipI.e-choice test of

42. items exemplifying· the chosen principles was given to

teachers and prospec.tive teachers. By the use of th~s test,

~ich was given to more than 1600 individuals, it. was found

that teaehers and prospective teachers erred on approximately

one out of five of the principles.

Limitations of previous investigations. Although the

surveys have indicated the percentage of the institutions
.

that of"fered work in mental hygiene, they have not indicated

how much information students have retained from these

6 ~. M. Lautt.1t,Clinical Psychology (New York:
Harper and Brother, ~936J, p. 28'7.

1
H~bson, ~. ill., pp. 231-242..



eourse.s· or from 9ther sources of -information. It, test of more

than 42. items might have been more reliable. lfowever, as the

test was carefu1I.y made, it was probably a reliable and va1.id

measure of the knowledge of the individual. who took the test.

Since the test discussed above has not been given to the

students of Indiana. State T'eaehers College. or to t.eachers who

have graduat.ed from this college, it was not a measure of

their knOWledge.

IV. THE PROCEDURE.

~ selection 2f the principles. Arter reviewing quite

a Iiwnber of cooks, bulletins, and periodicals that contained

material on mental hygiene ormateria1 relevant to mental

hygiene, the investigator compiled a rather long list of the

principles of mental hygiene. The list of principles was then
'." --.

submitted to the members on the thesis committee for ,approval.

~ter. the suggestions from the members of the committ.ee were

received, some principles. were clarified, some were taken

f~oJP.the liSt., and a. few principles were added. The revised
. }'-'. "

list. of 100 principles was then approved by the committee

as being a list of principles of mental. hygiene that teachers

should know.

~ construction 2f the~. A multiple-choice test.

of 100 items was made by basing a test item on each of the

princi.ples. Al.though each test item was made so that the

checking of the best response indicated that one knew: the
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princ:'ip~e on whfeh the item was based, the other three re

sponses might not have been entireiy wrong. After the test

was made, each o:f the members of the committee reviewed a

copy o£ the test very criticall.y. Furthermore, the members

of the committee anq. the investigator spent several. hours in

eonf'erence to c.1arify and to validate the test items. Type

writ-ten copies of the. test were then given to a small number

of students in the college to check.. These students were

also req,..uested to indicate the items that they thought were

not c.le.ar enough or that they did not unders,tand. Af''ter the

marks and comments on these test papers were analyzed, the

final revisions were made.

The administration of the~. Mimeograph copies of

'the test were given to the students and to the teachers. They

were instructed to mark the tests independently without ref

erence to notes. It. was evident that the individua1s were

conscientious in marking the tests:. An indication of this

was given by the fact that some students and some teachers

asked whether they might have copies. of the test to keep.

Furthermore, 80 students and 39 teachers indicated by putting

their names on the test papers that they wished to know their

scores.



CHAPTER II.

PRESENTATION OF THE DATA.

The en1=-ire value of the study did not lie in comparing

'the groups that were measured. A part of the measuring of

the know:~edge. of the students and of the teachers was the

finding of the princip~s of mental hygiene that were best

known and the ones that were least known. To find this, the

percentage of error on each item was checked. A1.though by

finding the average total per cent of error on all of the

items one could tell approximately the value of the mean, the

statistical. treatment of the se-ores was necessary to make

accurate comparisons. Both methods of treating the data were

necessary to get the significant resu~ts of the stUdy, but.

for convenience in presenting the data,. the resu~ts of the

s~tistica1 treatment of the scores and the percentages of

error on the individual. test items were set apart.

I. GROUP DATA

Groups~. Of the 408 test papers that were given

out, 30" or 74.7' per cent, were returned. Of the 30, indi

viduals who returned the tests, 91 were teachers and 214 were

students. Al..though all of the students were either sopho

mores, jWliors, or seniors, no grouping was made on the basis

o.f class l.evel. However, the students were c1assified on the
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basis 0'"£ whether tbey were candidat~s for an elementary or

a high school teacherts license. The teachers were un

seTected in respect to the number of years of training or of

experience, but they were divided into an elementary and a

high school group. Another grouping was made on the basis

of whether or not the individuals had taken a course in menta~

hygiene, child psychology, or adolescent psychology.

Raw score.. Each test item was considered as having a

value of 1. As there were 100 items in the test, the highest

possible score was 100. The raw score of each individual was

his number of correct answers.

Statistical treatment. Since the groups were compared,

the mean was selected as the measure of the central. tendency.

Ti.egs8 has stated that to be practically certain that there is

real difference between two groups the difference between the

means should be at least three times as great as the standard

error.of this difference. The ratio of these two values has

been relied on to make s.tatements concerning the differences

between the groups that were compared in this study.

8 Ernest W. Tiegs, Tests and Measurements f'or Teachers
(Boston: Roughton Mifflin Company, 1931). p. 234.
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TABLE .1

MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND STANDARD ERRORS OF
THE MEANS OF THE SCORES OF THE STUDENT,

TEACHER, AND ENTIRE GROUPS.

Group Mean Standard Standard Number
deviation error of cases

~

~ Student 7,.74 7.,0 .,~ 214
~!

Ii Teacher 76.73 7.8, .82 91
p,'

Entire 76.04 7.6 .4] 39'~In
t:
r

C:omparison 2! student group with teacher group. The

distribution of scores in these groups was about the same, as

the standard deviations were little different. Since the

range of scores was from ,0 to 94 in the student group and

from 'f1 to 93 in the teacher group, the range was about the

same. Although the mean of the teacher group was .99 more

than the mean of the student group, the difference was not

significant, as the standard error of the difference between

the means was .96.
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T'AB!,E II
,

MEANS" ~ABDi llEVIATIONS, AND STANDABD ERRORS
OF THE MEANS OF THE SCORES. OF TEACEERS,

BY GROUPS

Group Mean St.andard Standard Number
de.viat.ion error of" eases

H. s. T'. a 77.72 1.187·55 44

El.em. T.
b

75.79 B.Ol 1.l.6 47
Ent.ire T'. c 76.71 7..8, .82 9l.

a High school teacher

b El.ement.ary teacher
e

This group included all. teachers

Comparison. .2!' .elementary teacher grOUP wit.h high school.

t.eacher group. 'fo make this grouping, all. t.eachers who in

dieated that they taught below the high school. level. were

elassif'ied as element.ary teachers:. AJ.:though the difference

bet.ween the means of" these groups was 1.93: in fayor of the

high school teachers, this does not indicate a real. superi

ority as the standard error of the di£ference of the means

was l..6,.. Even though the elementary teachers, as a group,

probably had l.ess training, they did alm.ost as well on the

t.est as the high school teachers'.
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TABLE III
,

MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND STANDARD ERRORS
OF THE MEANS OF THE SCORES OF STUDENTS,

BY GROUPS

Group Mean Standard Standard Number
deviat.ion error of eases

H. s. a.a 7,.89 7.9, .6, ~46

E~em. c.b
7,.44 6.30 .76 68

Ent.ire S.c 7,.74 7.,0 .,~ 2.~4

a
This group was composed of students who were can-

didates for a high schoo~ teacher's license.

b nis group was composed of students who. were can
didat.es f'or an e~ementary 'teacher's ~icense.

C This group inc~uded all st.udents.

Cgmparison g.f eandidates for high schoo~ teacherts:

license with candidates m elementary teacher's license·. The

a"tudents who were' on a eourse leading to a high schoo~ li

cense had approxfmate17 a year of' training more· than t.he

students on the elementary-eourse. In spit.e of this, though,

the e1.ement.ary t.eachers did as well on the test. The dif

f'erenee bet.ween the means of these two groups, which was

.4-;, bad no statistical signifi.cance.
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TABLE IV .

. DANS, S'rANDABD DEVIATIONS, AND STANDABD ERRORS OF THE.
. MEANS OF THE SCORES OF INDIVIDUALS WHO HAD

AND DID NOT' HAVE PSYCHOLOGY, :BY GROUPS .

Group Mean Standard Standard Number
deviation error of cases.

a 76.56 7.80 .57 1B~Non-Psy.

I Psy.b 75.28 7•.50 .68 124

Ent.ire 76.04 7.60 .43 305

a
. This group was composed of all individuals who had
not had a course in mental. hygiene, child psychology, or
adolescent psychology.

b This group was composed of all individuals who had
had one or more of the courses in mental hygiene, child
psychology, or adolescent psychol.ogy.

Comparison ~ psychol.ogy and !!2!!~psyehol.ogy groups.

Since only sixteen individuals indicat.ed that they had taken

'the regular course in mental hygiene, the groups were essen

tiaJ.l.y groups tbatwere composed of students and t.eachers who

had. 'taken or who had not taken at least. one of the other

courses. Paradoxical. as it may seem, the group of individuals

who had not had a course in child. psychology or in adoles

cent psychology did slightly better than the group of in

dividual.s who had. had one or both of these courses. However,

since the difference between the means, 1.28, was not even

twice the value of the standard error of the difference,. which

was .88, the superiority was not established with any cer

t.ainty. '!he ditterence between these two groups was probably
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due to the fact. ~at the paycho~ogy group was composed

~argely of elementary teachers and of students on the ele

mentary course who, as groups, made slightly ~ower scores

than the high schoo~ teachers and the students on the high

school. course. Since a certainty of' a superiority of one

group has not been found, the knowledge of mental hygiene

of the psycho~ogy group and the knowledge of menta~ hygiene

of the non-psychology group was approximately the same. This

indicated that the students and teachers who had taken a

course in child psychology or in adolescent psychology- had

not. ~earned any more about mental hygiene' in these c~ses

than the other student.s and teachers, had learned from other

sources or from the psychQ~ogy courses that are required Qf

all. students.

~ entire group. The means, standard deviatiQns, and

standard errors of the means Qf all grQUPS have been put in

arable V. The mean of the SCQres of all the individua~s who

took the 1:..est was 76.04. Al.though this indicated that the

students and the teachers erred on approximate1.y 1. out of 4

of the principles, it also indicated that they had consider

abI.e knowledge Qf' mental hygiene.
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MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND STANDARD ERRORS I

OF THE MEANS OF THE SCORES OF ALL GROUPS

Group Mean Standard Standard Number
deviation error of cases

Student 7'5.74 7.~ .~~ 214
Teacher t6.73 1. , .2 91

H. s. T.a 77.72 ~." 1.~8 44
Elem. T.b 7,.79 .01 1.16 47

H. S. C c 75.89 7·95 .65 146·d
E~em. c. 75'.44 6.30 ~t6 68

Non-Psy. e 76.,6 7.80 •'5~
181

Psy.of 75.28 7.50 .0 124

Entire 76.04 7.60 .43 305

a
High s.chool teacher

b llementary teacher
e

Students who were candidates for a high school
teacher's license.

d
S~udents who were candidates for an elementary

teac·her' slicense.

e
This group was composed of all individuals who

had not had a course in mental hygiene, child, or adolescent
psychology.

of This group was composed af all individuals who had
had one or more of the courses in mental hygiene, child, or
adolescent psychology.



II. THE: PERCENTAGE OF ERROR ON TEST ITEMS

~ percentage of error of students. The percentage

of error of the. students on an individua~ test item was found

by dividing the number of incorrect responses to that item

by the number 'of cases. The students had a tendency to miss

the same items as the teachers. However, the students made

~O per cent or more ~ess error on 4 items than the teachers

made on those items. The students had an average percentage

of error of approximately 25.0 per cent on.all of the test

items.

The. percentage of error of teachers. The percentage

of error of the teachers on an individual test item was ~so

found by dividing the number of incorrect answers to the item

by the number of cases. Since the teachers made 10 per cent

or more I.ess error on 7 items than the students made on the

same items, the percentage.s of error of the- two groups varied

10 per cent or more on only II items. The average percentage

of: error of the teachers on all of the test items was approxi

mate~y 2.4.0 per cent.

'rot~ percentage Q! error. The total percentage of

error on each test item was found by dividing the total num

ber of incorrect re.sponse s to the item by the total number

o~ cases. The total percentage of error was not found by

t.aking the' average of the percentages of error of the teachers

and o~ the students. As there were unequa~ numbers in the
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student group and-j.n the teacher gr<>up, the total percentage

of error on a test item would be the same as the average .per

centage of error of these two groups only when each group

had the same percentage of error on the test item.

Item num~er 15', was believed to have been invalid" but

as it would probab~y 'have been missed 25' per cent of the

time anyhow, the added percentage of error due to its in

va~idity would have affected the average total percentage of

error very little. The percentage of error on this item was

included in calculating the average total percentage of. error,

which was 24.5' per cent. This item was also included in

making all other calculations. All of the test i terns have

been arranged in Table VI in the order of decreasing total

percentage of error.

TWenty-three items were missed by 40 per cent or more

of" the ind~viduals: who took the test. The total percen:tage

of error was 2.5'" per cent or mare on 44 items. Although the

students and the teachers had considerable knowledge of mental

hygiene, they also had little knowledge of a number of prin

c.ip1es.

Principles~ frequently missed.. To discuss the

principles that were most frequently missed, they have been

divided into four groups; namely, principles of a general

nature, those related to interpreting behaVior, the ones re

lated to conduct problems, and those related to preventive

methods. llthough these groups are somewhat overlappiing,



TABLE VI

PERCENTAGES OF ERROR ON INDIVIDUAL
TEST ITEMS

Test
item

number

1~

15
3
7
7~

35
~47
42
~7
84

l~
70
47
83
3.9
80
5,
72-
~

~
86
1.3
44
57
45
2.7
75

9
40
32.
~6
28

Per cel':!-t
of error

of teachers'

9~.O

92.• 56;.0
66.0
,6.0
66.0
60.5
66.0
42..0
4'l.;
,6.0
(1).5
48.5
;9.5
5~.5
45.0
37.5
3~·0
35.0
42..0
46.0
44.0
42..0
4-3·0
34.0
35.0
2.7.5
39.,
36.5
33.0
'29.,
32.0
26.5
3,~.0
2.4.0
22..0

Eer cent
of error

of students

92.0
82.5
68.0
67.5
70.,
'9.. ,
60.5
5'6.,
61.0
58.0
53.,
49.0
;0.,46.,
43,.;
44.,
46.5'
48.0
4;.;
4 3.°.38.0
38.,
39.;
37.5
39.,
38.0
40.5
33·0
34.0
32.,
32.0
2.9.5'
30.0
2.6.,
29.0
30.0

17

Total
per cent
of error

92.0
8;.,
67.0
67.0
66.0
6~.5
60."
59.5;5.;;;.0
,4.5'
;4.0
,0.0
50.0
46.0
44.;
43.;
43.0
42.,
42.,
40.,
40.0
40.0
39.0
38.0'
37.0
36.;
3;.0
34.5
32.;
3~·0
30.;
29.0
28.0
27.5
2.7.,





TABLE VI (continued)

PERCENTAGES OF ERROR ON INDIVIDUAL
TEST ITEMS

Test Per cent Per cent Tota1
item of error of error per cent

number of teachers of students of error

88 7·.; 6., 7.0

~
7., 6.0 6.,

10.0 5'.0 6.,
18 ;.; 0.; 6.0
26 4., ~.o 6.0
82 2.0 .0 6.0
10 4.; ,., 5·0
81 9.0 3., ,.0.

9~ 3·, 4.0 4.0
4.5 3·, 3.,

24 2.0 3., 3.'
37 2.0 3·5 3.,
~.~ 1.6 4.0 3.'

1.0 3·, 3.0
20 3·, 2., 2.,
2~ 2.0 2., 2.,

g9
1.0 3., 2.,
3·, 2.0 2.,

93 1.0 3·, 2.,
90 2.0 2.0 2.0
23 1.0 1.5 1.,
30 2.0 1.0 1.,
48 1.•0 2.0 1.i',2 3.; 1.0 1.,
91 0.0 I., 1..0
99 1.0 0.0 .,
NOTE: The per cent of error was computed to the

nearest one half' of 1 per cent.
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t.hey have shown the nature of the.princip~es that were missed

by 40 per cent or more of the individuals who took the "t-est.

By missing the fol~owing principl.es, the individual.s

indicated that they did not well understand some of the

general. and basic. principles of menta1 hygiene::

1. Menta1 hygiene is concerned with preventing
and curing serious menta1 deviations and in aiding
normal people to make better adjustment.s.

3. The laws of 1earning apply to acquiring
personality traits as well as to acquiring skil.l.

~. The distinction between normal behavior and
abnormaL behavior is only one of degree.

1. Except from. injury, emotiona1 maladjustments:
do not come all at once. Many adul.t maladjustments
start in chiLdhood.

11.. The prob1em of mental.. disorder is a. serious
one, as,the average number of patients. in nervous
and mental hospita1s is approximately one third more
than the number of patients in a1l other hospitals.

47. There is no specific formula that can be
prescribed to so~ve any child t s problem.

57. The best way for a child to get rid of fear
is to make direct active adjustments toward the
object of fear.

That many individua1s do not have the knOWledge to prop

erl.y interpret the behavior of children was shown by the fact

that the following principles were frequently missed:

1,. Afeeling of security is one of the most
fundamental. needs of an individual..

17. Childhood is not a period in which an
individual has compl.ete happiness •

. 39. The child"s intelligence alone will not
determine whether or not he will be well. adjusted.

42.. Defense mec.hanisms are not. chosen deliberately.
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'. 18. E:ven-.:though they knoW' .what to do and what
not to do, ~e attitudes and emotional conditions
of children play an important part in their safety.

84. Adverse emotional conditioning in relation
to a subject may cause poor work in it.

87. An individual. may be honest in one situation
and dishonest in another.

From a mental hygiene point of view, many teachers

and prospective teachers did not knowhow to deal with con

dUct problems. The principles which were related to se

curing and maintaining good order that were missed most

frequently were:

34. When dealing with conduct or behavior probl-ems,
one should take an intellectua.:L attitude and be un
emotionaL

35". One should not lead children, to think that one
has lost confidence in them because of their mis
behavi.or.

80. One should give the impression that one
expects only good order.

83. It may be necessary and constructive for the
teacher to use punishment, but to change the basic.
behavior patterns the fundamental causes for the
misconduct must be found and removed.

8,. Credit that the st.udent has earned should
not be withheld because of his misconduct.

More than 40 per cent of the teachers and prospective

teachers also did not understand that they could lead chil

dren to make better adjustments by applying the following .

principles:

68. The teacher can do more for the pupi1s by
being a good teacher than she can by trying to treat
maj or ,menta.1. disorders.

70. Play is one of the best means of social.
education.
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7~. Group.-success rather than individual success:
should be emphasized.

72.. Motivation should arise from the important
aspects of the ~esson.

Ehough teachers and students have shown a lack of

knowledge of the above enumerated principles to indicate with

certainty that some provision should be made to present these.

principles in connection with the work of the courses offered

by Indiana State Teachers C·ollege.



CHAPTER III

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

I. CONCLUSIONS:

~. The teachers knew little more about the principles

of mental hygiene than the students'.

~. The students who were candidates for an elemen-

t.ary teacher's license did as well as. the students who were'

c.andidates for a high school teacherts license.

3. The elementary t.eac.hers did almost as well as the

high school teachers.

4. T·he students and teachers who had taken a course

in adolescent psychology or in child psychology knew no more

about the principles of mental hygiene than the students and

teachers who had not ~en such a course.

,.. lU1. individuals t as a group, erred on approxi

mate.ly lout of 4 of the principles of mental hygiene.

6. Twenty-three principles were relatively unknown,

as the percentage of' error on them was' 40 per cent or more •.

7. The students and teachers, as a group, did well

on the test, as they made a mean score. of 76 on a test of .

1.00 i terns •

ll. RECOMMENDATIONS

Since teachers knew little more about the principles

of mental hygiene than the students, the teachers have learned
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little in this field after completing their training. Fur

thermore, since all indiyiduals erred on approximately 1,

out of 4- of the principles, they have not acquired enough

knowledge of mental hygiene. In view of the fact that

enough of this mater~al has not been given in connection

with other courses, the following recommendations have been

made:

1. ~ prospective teachers should have some work in

a regular course in mental hygiene before completing their

training.

2. Teachers should either take a course in mental

hygiene or get the knowledge from some other source.

3. If prospective teachers are not required to take

a regular course in mental hygiene, they should have more

work in mental hygiene in connection with other courses.
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APPENDIX

A. THE MENTAL HYGIENE PRINCIPLES

Mental hygiene is concerned with preventing and curing
serious mental deviations and in aiding normal people
to make better adjustments.

Personality is the sum total of all onels personal traits
regardless of whether they are advantageous or not.

The laws of learning apply to acquiring personality
traits as well as to acquiring skill.

'lnle real. test of a normal person is whether or not he
can make social adjustments.

The distinction between normal behavior and abnormal be
havior is only one of degree.

Physical health has an important part in maintaining
and in developing mental health.

Except from injury, emotional maladjustments do not
come all at once~ Many adult maladjustments start in
childhood.

Some emotional disorders may be caused by physical.
injury to the nervous system; others are not dependent

.upon any such injury.

Mental. disorder may result in physical disorder.

Much vocational dissatisfaction is due to personal mal
adjustment.

The problem of mental disorder is a serious one, as the
average number of patients in nervous and mental hos
pitals is appr~ximately one third more than the number .
of patients 1n all other hospitals.

Nervousness is usually a functional disorder rather than
a_ structural one.

Most stuttering is a symptom of personality maladjust
ment.

'nle home is the most important part of the chiI.dls
environment.



A. £eeling of -security is on.e of the most fundamental·
needs of an individual.

Personalities of children are fairly well deve~oped by
the time they start to schoo~.

Childhood is not a period in which an individua~ has
complete happiness.

...-t

Parents should gi"iTe sex information frank~y and casually
in proportion to· a child's curiosity and understanding.

5'etting a good example for children Is a more potent
factor in getting them to learn good habits than oral.
or written instruction.

A chil.d's plans and ideas: shou1d be respected.

A chil.d should learn not to be too dependent upon any
one person.

The best way for a child to prepare for adult life is
to live a who1esome child's life.

~;.

lB.

16.

17.

Lchi1d While stil~ very young should be allowed to
play and work with children of his own age.

.A. child should have the freedom to deal with situations
on his own responsibility as soon as he can.

E:very child should have the appo.rtunity to learn the
habit of success by doing tasks that he can do.

. A. child learns to be helpful to others by being placed
in sit.uations where he can feel that he is essential t.o
the happiness of others.

2.7. P"las:ticity can be preserved and developed by giving a
child new situations in which he can get pleasure· from
new adjustments.

28. By ha'Ving too much entertainment of an exciting nature,
a child may le,arn to crave excitement and to be bored
with ordinary'work or play.

2.9. Children should not be teased or tormented.

30. llidiculing children may cause them to develop a :reeling
o:r inadequacy and other bad emotional responses.

3~. Most all p:J."Qblem behavior is the child's attempt to
satisfy certain drives or desires in an undesirable way.

2.0.

21.

t

22.I
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3.2..

34.

33.

Behavior of tlte withdrawal type is regarded as being .
more serious than that of the aggressive type.

One should not tear down a chil.dts defense mechanisms
unl.ess one intends to put something better in their
pl.ace.

When dealing with conduct or behavior problems, one
should take an intellectual. attitude and be unemotiona1.

One should notl.ead chi:I.d.t'en to think. that one has l.ost
confidence in them because of their misbehavior.

36. E'ach problem child and. his background shoul.d be smdied
individual.ly and thoroughly.

37. In trying to correct a childts ma1adjustment, a physical.
examination. of the child should be made before a program
of re-education is instituted.

38. An intelligence rat.ing is very essential before trying
to correct maladjustment.

39. The child's intel.l.igence al.one will. not determine whether
or not he,wil.l be weIl. adjus.ted.

40. n·emands of' environment rather than mental. deficiency
cause conduct problems.

4~. All. defense mechanisms are detrimental. onl.y when they
interfere with onels real adjustment.

42.. .Defense mechanisms are not chosen del.iberately.
,

4J. llthough individual.s may have the same drives and
de.sires, they may have different defense mechanisms.

44. AI.though individua1.s may have about the same symptoms
i. of behavior, the causative factors may be different.

4-,. The most common and simpl.est form of compensation is that
in which the individual. overacts in the same general
function in which he feel.s inferior.

46. Continual. failure may cause mal.adjustment.

47. There is no specific formul.a that can be prescribed to
solve any childts problem.

48·. To correct undesirable behavior, one should teach the
child something bett.er to do.



49.
37

More can be dOne for a child by changing his environment
than by trying to change his attitude toward it.

50. Children should not be 1nvidious~y compared.

51. 1£ children are given attention When they are doing
worthwhiI.e: thing's or are being conventiona1, they will
not resort to show-off behavior to get attention.

~2. To hel.p the timid child, one should give him a. chance
to succeed in something and to gain a litt~e socia~

recognition.

73- S'd.nce most fears are learned, they can be prevented by
proper training.

,4. Know~edge is a. great aid in preventing and dispe~ling

fear.

". The test way for a child to get rid of fear is to make
direct active adjustment.s toward the obje.ct of fear.

56.. Diff'erent eurriculums are needed for children.

77. The project method of teaching, wi.th its emphasis upon
the chUdts creative work, is the best way of adapting
to individual differences.

;8. The schoo~ should provide adequate facilities for social
life and recreation.

"9. A varied program of ex:tracurriculum act.ivities is an
important means of aiding pupils to mental hea~th.

6&. In .the s.choG1., sex edue:ation should be merged in with
other subjects by using positive appeals of' high stand
ards and ideals of parenthood and family life when there
are opportunities to do it.

6~. Promoting children on trial is better than retarding
them.

62. A.th~etics are 'a great help in correcting some undesirabJ:.e
traits.

6-3.. A. fundament.a1 understanding of human nature as the basis
for interpreting and influencing childrents behavior
should be part of the teachert.s preparation.

64. !he five most important personalit.y traits of a good
'teacher are:; sympathy, common sense, self-control,
enthusiasm, and earnestness.
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The t.eacherts:-_attitudes set the emotional. atmosphere "
and have a great. effect upon the children.

66. A ehil.d is going through a critical period during the
firs,t few weeks or months of school.

67. 'reachers and parent.s should not use children to supply
their own needs.

68. The t·eacher. can do more for the pupils by becing a good
teacher than she, can by trying to treat maj or mental
disorders.

69. The attitudes, interests, and habits of study developed
in school. are, more important than the school tasks.,

70. P'1.ay is one of the best means of social education.

7l.. Group success rather than individual success should be
emphas iz:ed.' .

72. Motivation should arise from the important. aspects of
the lesson.

73. School. t.asks, especially home work assignments, should
be understood well enough to be attacked without daw
dling.

74. Children should not be crowded in their l.earning.

7,. When children are slighting their lessons, a series of
lessons on. how to study is probab1y more helpful than
demanding written work.

76. In health education, good health habits should be
srtressed without developing morbid fears in children.

77. In aafety education, children should be taught when,
where, and how to do things rather than be taught to be
afraid of things or situations in which there is an
element of danger.

78. &ven though th~y know what to do and what not to dO, th~
attitudes and emotional conditions of children play an
important part in their safety.

79. Sinee one of the most fundamental urges of children is
to be active, they must have activit.y of some kind.

80. One sho,uld give the impression that one expects only
good order.

81. To be effective, discipline must be consistent.
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82. 0ne should not. use fear as a means of discipline when
other measureS: will accompJ.ish the desired results:.

I

83•. It. may be necessary and constructive for the teacher to
use punishment, but to change the basic behavior pat
terns the fundamental causes for the misconduct must
be found and removed.

84. Ad:verse emotional c·onditioning in relation to a subj ect
may cause poor work in it.

~ 85. Credit that the student has earned should not be with
held because of his misconduct.

86. One in critici~ing a pupi~ts mistakes should criticize
only the mistakes and not the pupil.

87. An individual may be honest in one situation and dis
honest in another.

88. A child with a special ability should not be led to
believe that this ability is an excuse :tor failure in
other directions.

89. To aid a child with a physical defect to become self
reliant, one should not lead the child to be1.ieve that
his defect is an excuse for his shortcomings.

90. Children should not be taught that they will be degraded
'by fallowing occupations of manual. labor.

91. Since a. childts problems are serious to him, they shoul.d
be considered serious1.y and sympathetically by anyone

-to whom the child goes for counsel.

92. One should never violate the confidence of an individual.
who confides in one.

93. Children should be treated as much like adults as the
maturity of the children permits.

94. Socially acceptable activities should be substituted for
emotionally impelled responses that are not socially .
acceptable.

9'. 'r'eachers should have the same right to determine their
private lives as other citiz.ens have.

96. One should concentrate an the task at hand to avoid con
templating or worrying about the past and future too
much.
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97. Facing reality· or having an objective attitude is an
essential of mental health.

98. One aids his mental health by confiding in someone
whom he trusts and respects.

99. it, sense of humor is an aid to mental health.

100. Satisfying work is a great aid to mental health.



B. THE QUESTIONNAIRE

AMenta! Hygiene Test

If you do not want to know the score that you make on this
test, do not put your. name on the test paper. If you want
to know the score that you make, put your name at the top
of this page.

P~ease fill in the following blanks:

~. Are you a candidate for a primary ~ an intermediate, or
a high school teacher's license7 •

2.. If you are a candidate for a high school teacher t s license,
what are your majors? _

.-
3. =l~t-y-o-u-·""":h:-a.:-v-e~h-ad"""::--m-e-n"":"t-al·hygiene, child psychology, or

adolescent. psychology, which one or ones have you had?

4. Are you male or female? •
,. .Are you a freshman, a sophomore, a junior, or a senior7

--------_.
'flUs is a test of' your knowledge in mental hygiene. Check
the one best response.

1. Mental hygiene is concerned with:
1. Preventing and curing serious mental disorders.
2. Aiding normal people to make better adjustments~

3. Preventing and curing minor and serious menta~ dis-
. orders and aiding normal people to make better

adjustments.
4. securing bett.er institutiona~ conditions f'orthe

insane.

2.. Personality 1s:.
1. The sum total of ~ onets persona~ traits regardless

0;(' whether they are advantageous or not.
2.. The sum total of all one ts desirable personal traits.
3. That something about a person commonly called H:i.tll •
4. That which enables one to win friends and influence

others:.

3. Personality traits. are:
1. Determined by heredity.
2. Unchangeable after one reaches adolescenc.e.
3. Acquired. in anindeflnable, way.
4. SUbject to the laws: of learning.
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4.. The best. criterion for determi~ing whether or not a
person is normal is:
~. His intelligence rating.
2. His abil.ity to make social adjustments.
3. His physical condit.ion.
4. His rating on a personality test.

Personality traits and behavior patt.erns exhibited by
abnormal. individuals are:
1. Easily distitiguished from those exhibited by normal.

individuals•.
2. Entirely different from those found among normal

individuals.
3. Not detriment.al if they are the same kind as found

in normal individuals •.
4. Found among some normal individuals also.

Physical health, from a mental. hygiene point of view:
1. Has lit.tl.e part in maintaining and developing mental.

heal.th.
2. Ent.irely· determine s whether or not. one will. have good

health.
3. Has an important part. in maintaining and in develop-

ing ment.al health.
4. Can reall.y have no effect on mental. health.

Emotional maladjustments:
l.. Usually come al.l at once.
2. Do not come all. at once except from injury.
3. Seldam start in childhood.
4. Always have a long period of devel.opment.

8. Emotional disorders:
-I. Are obscure in origin, and their causes cannot be

determined.
2.. Are caused by physical injury to the nervous system.
3. Arise as. func.tional disorders:..
4. May arise with or without physical. injury to t.he

nervous system.

9. Mental. disorder:
l.. Can have no influence in a physical disorder t.hat

al.ready eJq.sts.
2. Cannot resUl..t in physical. disorder.
3. May resu1.t in physical. disorder.
4. Is said to be a causative factor in physical. disorder,

but there is no scientific proof that. it is.

10. Personal maladjustment:
1. H~ 1i:t..t.le effect upon vocat.ional efficiency.
4 Is the cause of all. vocational inefficiency.
3. Does not cause vocational. dissatisfaetion.
4. Causes much vocational. dissatisfaction.
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11. The number ot:~patients in nerv.ous and mental hospita1s
is approximat.ely:
1. One fourth the number of patients in all other t

hospitals. .
2. The same as the number of patients in all other

hos:pitals.
3. Twice the number of pati~nts in all other hospitals.
4. One half the number of patients in all other

hospitals.

12. Nervousness:
1. Is usually due to a structural.. disorder.
2.. Is usually a functional disorder.
3.. Is \1Sually inherited.
4. Cannot be remedied.

13. Most. stuttering is:.
1. A. definite local speech defect.
2.. A symptom of personality maladjustment or instability.
3. Due -to changing a child from lef't.-handedness to

right-handedness.
4. Easily cured.

1.4. !he one of the following that probably has the most in
fiuence on a child's mental health is the:
1 •. School.
2. SUmmer camp.
3. Home.
4. Community.

1,. If a bright girl of fifteen is unable to do her schoo1
work. because of her inability to concentrate, onets best
guess as tro the most important causative factor of her
condition would be. that:
1.. She is undernourished.
2. She attends too many movies.
3. ReJ;." f~ther and mother are about to separate.
4. She has too much interest in boys.

16. The persona1ities of' children are:
1. Not very we1l developed until they reach adolescence.
2. Born with them.
3. Litt1e de~e10ped before they start to school.
4. Fair1y well developed by the time they start to

school.

17. Generally childhood is:.
1. Not a period of complete happiness.
2:. A. period of complete happine.ss.
3.. A period. during which one has no worries.
4. A period during which emotions p1a¥ lit.tle part.
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18., When a girl. ~ six. asked her parents where she came
from, the parents should have:
1. Frankly and casually told her what she want.ed to

mow and could understand.
2. Told her no.thing.
3. Told her that she was too young to know anything

about, such things yet, but that they would tell
her later.

4. Frank1y tol4 her all they knew about sex.

19.. The bast. way to get children to learn good habits is to:
1. Set them good examples.
2. Instruct them in the value of having good habits.
3. Make moral issues out of habit formation.
4. Te.ll them what habits' they should have.

20. Since Juniorts father had promised to take him to a
football game. on Saturday afternoon, Junior had been
planning for several days to go. On Saturday morn.ing,
however, his father announced that he was going hunting
with some friends. If Junior started to present his
side of the case, you would agree with his father when
his father said:
1. "I have promised you; so Itll get back in time to

go. It. . _

2.,~on_!t worry, Junior; Itll take you next Saturday."
3. &lYon are hard1.y old enough, young man, to decide

what is and' what is not going to be done around
here."'

4-. "'There is no use talking about it, Junior.. That will.
do you no good.-

21.. If- the members of a group made the following s,tatements
concerning the case of a mother and her son who seemingly
included no one else in their lives, you would agree with
the one who said:
1. ttIt. is a 10ve1.y thing when a boy shows such devotion

to his mother. D

2. "With the encouragement and help he gets from his
mother, this boy should do well in whatever he tries."

3. tIN0 one should be that dependent on anyone. It

4. ~ore mothers should show their devotion to their
children this way. at-

22. The best way for a, child to prepare for adult. life is
tao:
1.. Strive to reach goals that have been set up for him

to achieve when he is an adul.t.
2. Live a wholesome child's life ..
3. Look to the future. anclbegin to prepare for lif'e.
4. Live aecording to standards for adults.



The habit of success can be taught best by::
1. Being fair and giving all children the same tasks.
2. Giving children easy tasks.
3. G:iving children tasks they cannot complete to show

them that they must try again and not give up.
4. Giving children tasks proportionate to their

abilities.

A. child is taught to be helpful to other by:
1. Showing him how selfish he is.
2. making him fee1 that his help is essential to others.
3. 'felling him that he will be happy if he is helpful

to others,.
4.'relling him that he should be helpful to others.

Plasticity in a child can be developed and preserved by::
1.. S.iving him the opportunity of experiencing new

situations.
2. Incu1.cating in him the idea that he will have to

make new.adjustments in new situations.
3. Instructing him about the value of having the ability

to adjust well to new situations.
4. Giving him the opportunity of experienc ing new

situations in which he gets pleasure from new
adjustments.•

Junior does not seem to enjoy ordinary work or play. He
does not. try to play al.one, but he demands that some
thing be going on all the time. The one of the following
that is most likely to be a. causative fac.tor in his case
is:

4-,
23-. The one o-r t~ese methods of handling children that

should be recommended is:
1. Do not ~et a chi~d work and play with children of

his own age while he is st.ill very young.
2. Let. a child while he is still very young work and

play with children of his own age.
3. Let. a child work and play al..one until he starts to

Rehool.
4. Do not let ~ child while he is still very young

work ,and play with other children.

A chi~d:

1. Should be allowed to do things on his own initiative,
but he should not have to suffer any displeasing
consequences of his actions.

2. Should not be allowed to do things on his own
initiative if one thinks that the child cannot do
them.

3. Should learn to deal with situations on his own
responsibility but with satisfactory supervision.

4. Should· have things done for him if he seems a little
slow or uncertain in doing them.

26.

28.
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1. He is ill.. ,
~. He does not like to play, as he is very intelligent.
3. He has too much ex.citing entertainment. ,
4. He does not know how to play, as he is very dull.

29. Teasing children:
1. Will teach them not to become angry at trivial things.
2. Has little effect on them.
3. Is desirable, as it teaches them to. tJtake it. n
4. Is undesirable, as it often makes them angry •.

~ 30. Ridiculing children:
1. Is a good way of getting them to do desirable things.
2. Is a good way of getting them to ref~ain from doing

undesirable things.
3. May cause them to develop a feeling of inadequacy

and other bad emotional re~ponses.

4. Has little effect on them.

31. Most problem behavior is due to::
L The childts attempt to satisfy certain drives or

desires.
2. The natural tendency of the child to do undesirable

things.
3. The child's low intelligence.
4. The child~s physical condition.

32. From a. mental hygiene point of view, the child that
would be considered the gravest problem is:
1. The timid withdrawing child.
2. The child who is disorderly in class.
3. The child who cheats.
4. The child who is domineering.

33. In dealing wi th children who. evade reality by using
defense mechanisms, one should:
1.. Wot. try to tear the. defense mechanisms down unless

one intends to put something better in their place.
2. Immediately try to tear down the defense mechanisms.
3- Tell them how foolish their ways of meeting

difficulties are.
4. Let the children naturally outgrow their tendencies

to evade reality.

34. When the teacher was dealing with a boy who had been
stealing things at school, she should hav.e:
1. Appeared to hav.e been much distressed because of his

misconduct.
2.. Be.en angry.
3. Be.en unemotional.
4. Tried to show him how much his stealing displeased

her.
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3,. When a ehild"~xh1bits undesirable behavior, one should:
1. T"each the child that no one has confidence in any

one who acts as he does.
2. Lead the child to believe that when he corrects

his behavior one will again have confidence in him.
3. Lead him to believe that one has already lost con

fidence in him.
4. Not lead him to believe that one has lost confidence

in him.

39·

40.

If one understands the fundamental princ iple s of human
nature and behavior:
1. There is little need for one to study each problem

child and his background individually. .
2. There is great need for one to stUdy each problem

child and his background individually.
3. One has little trouble in determining the causative

factors in maladjustment. .
4. One can tell what is causing the child·s misbepavior

by comparing him with other cases.

The bes.t procedure in trying to correct a child's mal
adjus~ent is to:
1. Hav:e a physical examination of the child made before

instituting a program of re-education.
2. Institute a program of re-education before having a

physical examination of the child made.
3. Institute a program of re-education without having

a physical examination of the child made.
4-.. Have a physical examination of the child made and

institute no program of corrective work.

Before trying to correct a child's maladjustment, an
intelligence rating of the child-ist
1. Important, but not most important.
2. Most important.
3. Relatively Unimportant.
4. O~ no importance.

A childts intelligence:
1. Gives no indication as to whether or not he will be

well· adj usted.
2. Will dete~ine whether or not he will become a

delinquent.
3. Will determine whether or not he will be well ad

justed.
4. Will not determine whether or not he will be well

adjusted.

Children below average intelligence:
1. Are usually more stable emotionally than bright

children.
2.. Unless urged beyond t:beir capacities, have a good

chance to be well adjusted.



J. Are predestined to maladjustment.
4. Rave. aJ:m6st no possibi~ity to make a good adjust

ment in ~ife.

4~. Def'ense mechanisms:
~. Regardless of how ~ittle or how much they are used

are detrimental.
2:. Are never detrimenta~.

3. Are detrimental only when they interfere with onets
real adjustment.

4. Cannot be helpful.

42. Since J'ohn is an excessive daydreamer, he must have:
~. Decided that. daydreaming would be an easy way to

gain certain satisfactions and began to daydream.
2.. Drifted into it unwittingly.
3. Reached his goals and has nothing else to do.
4. Many real. a.ccomp~ishments to contemplate.

43. If" different. individuals are thwarted in identica~

drives or desires, their defense mechanisms:
~. Are the same.
2.. May not be the same.
3. Are equal~y detrimental. to ~.
4-. .Are the same when the drives or desires are of

equal. intens i ty.

44. If different individuals have about the same symptoms
of misbehavior, their misbehavior has causative factors
that:
1. Are the same.
2.. Have the same inf~uence on each individuu.
3. May not be the same.
4. Are the same when the symptoms are equally pro

nounced.

45'. K:.dull person in trying to compensate for his deficiency
most probably will:
1. Remain quie.t to hide his du~lness.

2.. Chatter or be excessively active in an attempt to
appear bright •.

3. Att.empt to win recognition as an athlete
4. Dress wel~.

46. A. boy of fif't.een was reported to be reck~ess. His
teachers said that he was dishonest and was frequently
involved in prankish adventures in school and in the com
munity where he lived. From what has been told about
this boy, one t s best guess would be that he:
LEasily gets his school work and has nothing else to

do.
2.. Is successful in academic school work and athletics

and thinks. that he can get by with almost anything.
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lias litt~e success in oth~r activities.
Is just naturally bad.

J.
4.

4.

47. I-f
~.

2..

,
one knows- the causes of a childts maladjustment, one:
Can easily prescribe what his treatment should be.
Cannot prescribe a specific formula to solve the
child's problems.
Can prescribe a specific- formula to solve the child' s
problems. -
Can use an inflexible program in dealing with the
child.

48. To stop a child from doing something that he should not
dO, one should:
1. Give him something better to do.
2.. Punish him.
~. Threaten him.
4. Offer him rewards.

49. Johnts father has little interest in him and his mother
nags at him constantly. John, although of average in
telligence, does poor work in school and shows symptoms
of nervousness. John can be helped most by:
1. Pointing out to him that he is still a boy and must

learn to understand the way his parents treat him.
2. Telling him that his parents will think more of him

if he does excellent school work.
3. Getting him to believe that he is not so bad off

after alL
4. Getting the parents to change the ir way of handling

him~

5'0. Jim, a boy somewhat.. above average intelligence, has a.
very bright brother who is the favorite of his parents.
Jim shows undesirab.le behavior. The changes in Jimts
environment that would probably be most helpful to him
would be::
L A.. different. school from the one his brother attends.
2.. A foster home.
3. A summer at a boyst camp.
4.. A change in the attitude and conduct of his parents.

5'1. If one does r:ot want a child to show off to gain att.eI+
tion, one should:
1.. Not gi.ve him a.ttention..
2.. G'ive him a lot of attention when he shows off and he

will soon get enough af it.
3. Give him attention only when he is doing worthwhile

things.
4. 'Yell him that that kind of conduct will not get him

anywhere.
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.,2. To help timid children, one should:

1. Help them to succeed in something and to gain a
little social recognition.

2. Let. them naturally outgrow their timidity. ,
3. Tell them that they should be more aggressive.
4-. Tell them that they should have more friends •

,3.. Most fears of children are::
1. Insti~ctive,and cannot be prevented.
2:. Biologically adequate responses to objects of fear.
3. Instinctive at first but soon forgotten.
4. Learned and can be prevented.

,4. T'o aid a child in dispelling his fears, one should::
1. Conceal the causes of the childts fears from him if

possible.
2. Frighten the child until he gets over his fears.
3. Get the child to recogniz.e the causes of his fears.
4. Tell the child that his fears are foolish ones.

5,. The best way for a child to overcome an abnormal fear is
to:
1. Make active adjustment toward the object of fear.
2. Consciously try to rid himself of the feeling of

fear.
3•. Tell himself and others that he is not afraid.
4. Reason the fear aWa:y.

Differences in the interests of children can be provided
for best in the schools by::
1. Giving some children more and some less material in

the same curriculum.
2. HaVing curriculums that provide for different types.

of training.
3. Raving the children do as much as they can in each

subject.
4. Grouping the children according to their achievement

in each subject.

The one of the following that seems to have the greatest
promise in providing for the individual differences of
children is:.
1. Project t.eaching with emphasis upon children's

creative work.
2. Homogene.ous grouping on the basis of mental ability.
3. Revising the state course of study.
4. Homogeneous grouping on the basis of social age.

'fhe school can do most for the social life and recreation
o,f the student by::
1. Instructing them where to go for wholesome recreation.
2. Ihs:tructing them in what to do for recreation.



;9. From a mental hygiene point of view, extracurriculum
activities::
~. Are an important means of aiding pupils to mental

health.. .
Z. Are detrimental to the mental health of students.
3. Are of little value.
4. Have some value, but its value is usually offset by

the added strain from participating in the extra~

eurriculum activities.

60. In the public schools, sex education should:
1. Be ignored.
2. Be taught entirely as a separate subj ect.
3. Stress dangers of sex.
4. Should be merged with other subjects.

61.' During Frankts third year in school, he was the victim
of several childhood diseases. Although he had done
good work his first two years, he had failing marks in
his third year work. The one of the teachers discussing
his situation was probably right. who said:
1. BSince he has failing marks, he should fail. n

z. art will be better for him to stay in the third grade
to learn what he has missed."

3. "'He. should remain in the third grade until he shows
that he can do fourth grade work. U

4. "He should be promoted on trial.""

62..' J'ohn, who is a sphomore in high school, has never done
very well in academic work. He has a feeling of in
feriority, but he seems to be doing better after making
the basketball team. When he was caught cheating on an
examination, he explained that he did it so as to be sure
to pas s in order to remain eligible to play. He should
be:.
1. AJ.1owed to play on the team if he does not cheat on

examinations any more.
Z. lUlowed 1:,0 play on the team.
3. "'Kicked offn; the team.
4. 'fold that the coach can't be bothered with boys who

are not sure to make pass ing marks.

63. 'fo be well prepared to interpret and influence children's
behavior, a teacher should::
~. Have a fundamental. understanding of human nature.
2.. Have a knOWledge of the general and specific techniflues

a:t-'teaching.I:",

I.

4.

Teaching··them what to avo.id in the way of social
life and' recreation.
Providing adequate facilities for social life and
recreation.
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J. Know the':anatomical condition that cause mis
behavior.

4. Have a handbook that classifies the behavior
problems of children.

64. According to scientific research, the five most important
personality traits of a good teacher are:
1. Affability, industriousness, alertness, adaptability,

and forcefulness.
2.. Cooperativeness, accuracy,integrity, reliableness,

neatness.
3. Sympathy, common sense, self-control, enthusiasm,

and earnestness.
4. Fairness, resourcefulness, voice, animation,

personal appearance•.

6,. 'l'he teacher's at.titudest
1. Have little effect upon children•.
2.. Set the emotional atmosphere of the schoolroom.
3. Will. play a small part in the teacher's success

or failure ..
4. Are unimportant if she knows good techniques of

teaching.

66. When e.hildren first s:tart to school:
1.. They pay little attention to how they are treated.
2.. They take the new order of e-vents~ as a matter of

fact and don't think much about it.
3. They are going through a critical period.
4. They could. be taught with success by almost anyone.

67. The satisfaction that parents and teachers get from chil.
d~en should comefrom~

1.. Seeing the children grow self'-reliant.
2. Dominating the children.
3. Having the children depend upon them for help and

consolation.
4. The affection that the children return.

68. From a mental hygiene point of view, the teacher can do
the most for the mental h~a1th of the pupils by:
1. Instructing them in the dangers of mental ill health.
2. Being a good teacher. .
3. Constantl.y and vigilantly diagnosing all of the chil

dren and telling them what they can do to make better
adjustments.

4. Trying to treat maj or ,mental disorders.

69. Se.veral members o'f a group were discussing the most
important thing about schooT. Probably the best statement
was made by the one who said:.
1.. "The school tasks are the most important.~



70. The one of the foll.owing that is the most. important in
the social edu~ation of children is~

1. 'Verbal. instruct.ion in the are of living with people.
2. S-ocialized .recitation..
3. Play.
4. Emphasis of the social aspects of history in teaching

it.

,3
ttThe ine~eased earning capacity as the result of'
a formal education is the most important. It
~The attitudes, interests, and habits developed in
school. are the most important. t1

tJ:The knowledge that .one acquires in school is the
most important.~

2..

3.

74. T"o
1.

2.

3·
4.

71. From a mental hygiene point of view, teachers should:
1. Never emphasize individual success.
2. Emphasize individual success more than group success.
3. Emphasize group success and individual success about

equally •.
4. Emphas'iz'e group success more than individual success.

72. Motivation should:
L Arise from the important aspects of the subj ect

matter itself.
2.. Arise from the use of rewards.
3. Arise :from the added attractions that are designed

to stimulate one to do the fundamental part of the
lesson.

4. Arise from the use of punishments.

73. The pupiIs just seemed to fool around and stall on assign
ments that Miss x: made. She, hoping to bring them out of
it, gave them home work to do, but they seldom did it.
She should:
1. 'reil them that they will not pass if they do not do

their work.
2.. D'emand. written work for a while.
3. Give them more to do so that they will have to s.tudy.
4. Make the assignments specific. and clear.

get the best results from tea.ching, the teacher should:
Urge the pupils to learn at a rate found to be
necessary to cover the required material.
Urge the pupils to learn at rates compatible with
their abilities. .
Urge tne pupils to remember more by Ie arning slowly.
Emphasize. rapidity more than accuracy.

7,. Miss'X is a new history teacher. Her predecessor was a
teacher with whom the students could "'get by. n Since
Miss x: finds that the students are slighting their
lessons, she should:



78. If
1.

2.

3-
4.

,

I'

1:. Demand writ.t.en work. .
2.. Tell t.henlthat now they wl.ll have to spend more

time studying history.
3. Have a s.eries of lessons on how to study.
4. Record their recit.ation marks in the class book

during the recitation period.

76. The health education teacher should:
1. Emphasiz.e the necessity for one t s constantly examin

ing himself'· for the s.ymptoms of· specific diseases.
2.. Stress the importance of knowing the anat.omical

structure of the body.
3. Motivate the students to form health habits by

getting them to fear diseases.
4. Use positive appeals of good health.

77. In sarety education, children:
1. Should be taught to fear objects and situations that

have an element of danger about them.
2. Should be taught when, where, and how to do things.•
3. Should never be told what not to do.
4. Should be required to have two units instead of one

unit for credit in it.

children know what to do and what not to do for safety:
Their attitudes and emotional conditions play
little part. .
They will not play rather than play in the streets
when no other place is available.
They will not take chances.
Their attit.udes and emotional conditions play an
important part.

79.' In respect to the activity of children, the best state
ment is:
1. -children should have s.ome physical activity in the

classroom. It.

2. 'JUly physical activity in the classroom indicates a
lack of discipline.""

3. ~Children desire physical activity because they have
nothing to occupy their minds. It

4.~ittle provision need be made for children to have
physicalactivity in the classroom. II

80. While Miss X was supervising the study of her pupils, she
was called from the room to answer an important telephone
call. Before she left, she should have said:
1. "Now, you know what to do when I am not here."
2. I!Even though I am not here, you. should go ahead

and study your 1esson. U

3_ atI. am sorry, but I must. go to answer the telephone.~·

4. ttl batter not catch any of you fooling around when
I get back. D:



·B1. If the following views about discipline were expressed
by teachers, you would agree with the one who said:
1. "'I have special weeks in which I concentrate on'

certain offenses.~

2. "I have a lot of rules that I expect the children
to obe.y.1t

3. "My mood determines what I expect of the children. 1t

4. ItI have very few rules, but I expect the same con
duct :from the children every day. n:

82. The teacher considered Jack a troublemaker in class. She,
however, recently discovered that she could stop his
misconduct by threatening to call his parents to tell
them about him. Since the teacher knew that Jack had
s~mehow developed a fear of this, she should:
1. Try' motivating him properly.
2. Continue to use this device to stop his misconduct.
3. Call his parents to back up her threat.
4. Send him to the principal bef"ore calling his parents.

83. The teacher is sometimes justified in using punishment,
but she should:.
1. Have a scale of offenses with the punishment fixed

in proportion to the offense if she is going to use
punishment.

2. Remember that punishment is usually a specific cure
f"or most misbehavior only when the degree of punish
ment fitting the offense is used.

3. Know that the basic behavior patterns have been
changed if the chiId shows less misconduct after
being punished.

4. Know the basic behavior patterns are usually not
changed by punishment.

84. ~unior does good work in all his subjects except arith
metic. This is probably due to the f'act that.:
1. He is not intelligent enough to get arithmetic.
2. He will not study arithmetic because he thinks he

will never need it.
3. He just hasntt a type of intelligence necessary to

get arithmetic.
4. His teacher used to punish him by trying to make him

work extra problems.

8,. The teacher should:
1. Gi-ve the pupil the mark he earns in a subj ect regard

l.ess of the pupil.'s conduct.
2. Lower the pupil.ts·mark in a subject because of mis

conduct.
3. Give the well-behaved pupil a bonus on his marks.
4. Ii'thho1.d credit until the pupil behaves.



86. An English t~acher found several mistakes in a studentts
theme. You would think that her way of criticizing
mistakes was best if she said:
1. "You never will learn to write themes, will you7 1t

2. "Your theme is not as good as it should be."
3. "These are the mistakes. ft'

4. "'You should not make such mistakes. It

87. If one discover$ a student cheating on an English exami
nation, one can rightly assume that this student::
1. Vfill steal money.
2. Will cheat. on all examinations.
3. May not be dishonest in other situations.
4. Is emotionally maladjusted.

88. If a boy in the eighth grade has good musical ability,
he should:
1. Begin training for a career as a professional musician.
2. Not be expected to do much in other directions.•
3. Be led to believe that if he develops this ability

he will be a genius.
4. Not. be led to believe that this ability is an excuse

for failure in other directions.

89. Miss X has a student with a physical defect which prevents
him from getting around and playing as easily as other
children. Miss X should:
1. Not refer to his defect as an excuse for any short

comings.
2. Encourage him by giving him better marks than his

work deserves.
3. Tell him that since he is crippled she does not

expect as much from him as from the rest of the
children.

4. Make him fe,e1 that he has to do something to make
up for his defect.

90. When one of her pupils said that he wanted to be an auto
mobile mechanic, the teacher should have said::
1. rtyou must have little ambition to want to do that

kind of work. It

2. u.You should find out whether you can do it. ft

3. UYour parents want you to do something better than.
that.tt:

4. uri' you go through high school you wonrt have to do
that., It:

91. Anyone to whom a child goes for counsel should::
1. 'rell the child to f,'orget his troubles and run along.
2. Tell him that he is foolish to worry about his

problems.



92. Mary, who is a senior in high school, went to her physi
cal education t.eacher for counsel. Since She was
particularly worried about her love ~ffairs, she told
the teacher all. about them. The teacher, to whom it
all seemed simple and even somewhat amusing, could do
several things after Mary left. She should:
1. Say nothing to anyone else about it.
2. Tell Mary's parents.
3. Tell the other teachers so they can understand Mary

bett.er.
4. Tell the principal.

93. Parents, t.eachers, and others should treat children::
1. As much like adults as the maturity of the children

permits.
2. As much like babies as possible.
3. As adults.
4. As babies.

,7
Consider ..the child's prob1ems sympathetically arid
seriousIi.
Consider the child's problems with an attitude ,of
amusement.

3·
4.

94. To inhibit emotionally impelled activities that are not
socially acceptable, one should:
1. Suppress his emotions.
2. Substitute socially acceptable activities.
3. Get away from a s,timulating environment.
4. Use the emotional energy as it seems that it was

naturally intended to be used.

9'5. The community in which the teachers teach should:
1. Dictat,e standards for the teachers to follow in their

private lives.
2.. Give the teachers the same right to determine their

private lives as it gives to other citizens.
3. Let the princ ipal be responsible for the non

professional conduct of the teachers.
4. Let the collective opinion of the clubs in the com

munity determine the necessary virtues of the
teachers.

96. The best way to qui,t worrying is to:
1. Think of the future.
2. Do the task you have to do at the present time.
3- Look to the past and note that things may not be so

bad after all.
4. Resolve to quit it.

97. 'fo have good mental health, one should:'
1. Believe that every day in every way he is getting

better.

Ir.
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2. Not admi~ shortcomings. .
3. Face situations squarely.
4. Not try to determine wherein his weaknesses lie.

98. When one confides in someone whom he trusts and respects,
one is:
l. Showing symptoms of mental weakness.
2. Seeking sympathy.
3. Aiding his 'mental health.
4. Using a device for emotional relief that will be

injurious to his mental h~alth.

99. If one has a sense of humor, one:
l. Has not outgrown his, adolescent. characteristics.
2. Has an aid to mental health.
3. Does not have a good sense of proportion.
4. Is lacking in seriousness of purpose.

lOO. In the course of a lifetime, the one of the following
that is probably the greatest aid to mental health is:
l. An annual vacation.
2. A hobby.
3. A retirement on pension.
4. A satisfying vocation.
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